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background:  Although atrial fibrillation (AF) is commonly associated with sinus node dysfunction (SND), hemodynamic characteristics of 
those patients have not yet been investigated. The purpose of this study was to determine whether elevated LAP plays some role in the 
pathogenesis of SND among patients with AF.
Methods:  We included 182 patients (67.6% male, 59.0±11.1 years old, 69.2% paroxysmal AF) who underwent radiofrequency catheter 
ablation for AF. We measured both LAPpeak(SR), LAPpeak(AF), and LA pulse pressure [LApp=LAPpeak(SR)-LAPnadir(SR)] at the 
beginning of the ablation procedure, and compared LAPs from 30 patients with SND (19 sick sinus syndrome, 11 tachycardia-bradycardia 
syndrome) and those from 152 patients without SND (Control).
results:  1. Patients with SND were older (p=0.040), more likely to be female (p=0.007), and had a greater E/Em ratio (p=0.042) than 
those without SND. 2. In the SND group, LAPpeak(SR) and LApp(SR) were significantly higher than LAPpeak(AF) (p=0.005) and LPpp(AF) 
(p<0.001), respectively. However, that was not the case in the Control group. 3. LAPpeak(SR-AF) (OR 1.08, 95% CI 1.02~1.14, p=0.008) 
and LApp(SR-AF) (OR 1.08, 95% CI 1.02 - 1.15, p=0.014) were independently associated with SND. 4. Pacing rate (90~120 bpm)-
dependent escalation of LAPpeak(pace) was significant in the Control group (p<0.001), but blunted in the SND group (p=0.724) due to 
pre-elevated LAPpeak(pace) at low heart rate.
Conclusion:  In AF patients with SND, hemodynamic loading measured by LAPpeak and atrial stiffness estimated by LApp were 
significantly higher during SR than AF compared to AF patients without SND.
